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INTRODUCTION

Objective student evaluation frac long been a
professional_ goal of dedicated vocational
teachers. A move toward performance-based
education provides the instructor with a solid
foundation for objective student evaluation.
You will recall that in module one
performance- based education was defined as
an educational program in which tasks (or
skills) to be acquired and demonstrated by
the student as well as the criteria (standards)
to be applied in assessing the performance of
such tasks (skills) are made explicit in
advance. The student is held accountable for
meeting these criteria. More specifically, you
will recall that in module two a
criterion-referenced- measure was defined as
'an exercise based upon a performance
objective and designed to measure attainment
of the objective.

Ideally, student evaluation in
performanceTbased education is based on
preset standards with which the student

/ performances are compared. Realistically,
however, our current system frequently
'requires that students receive a numerical
and/or letter grade.

This module is designed to acquaint you with
the role of evaluation in performance-based
vocational instruction, strategies for
evaluating performance, alternative grading
methods and suggestions for record keeping in
performance-based vocational education.

DIRECTIONS

Module 5 should be completed before
beginning work on this module.

Read the objective. If you think you can
accomplish- the objective, turn to the
Checkout. Activity page 37 and follow
the instructions. .

If you feel yori are not able to accomplish the
iobjective, now; rn to the Learning Activities.

tin the Lear ing Actiiitie, and as soon as
u feeLyorr.ar 'ready, turn to the Cheek-Out
tivity and folloW the instructions.

OBJECTIVE

Given instructional materials developed for
this module, the participant will be able, with
100% accuracy, to select on a multiple choice
test:

1. the basic measure of evaluation in a
performance-based system.

2. the three major types of performance
evaluation.

3. the characteristics of six levels of
learning.

4: the five major types of objective tests.

5. the major characteristics of affective
evaluation.

6. the major characteristics of five grading
alternatives

7. the majorrecords that are used to chart
student progress in a performance-based
system.

8. the major characteristics of the three
forms of performance evaluation
checklists.

the major evaluation devices used for
measuring attitudes.



LEARNING ACTIVITIES

, 1. READ the Glossary of Terms for Module
Six.

2. CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE by
completing SelfCheck 1 Glossary
Self-Check.

3. READ Section I Role of Evaluation in
PI3VE.

4. READ Section II Evaluation Via
Performance Testing.

5. CHECK- YOUR KNOWLEDGE by
completing Self-Check II Performance
Testing.

6. READ Sec tion III Evaluating
Cognitive Learning Via Written Tests.

7. CH ECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE by
completing -Self-Check III Evaluating
Cognitive Learning.

8. READ Section IV Evaluating
Affective Learning.

CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE by
completing Self-Check IV Affective
Testing.

10. READ Section V Grading Alternatives.

11. CHECK. YOUR KNOWLEDGE by
"completing Self-Check . V Grading
Alternatives. -,

12. READ Section VI Recording Results.

13. Turn to the Check-Out Activity, page 37
and follow instructions. ,

GLOSSARY OF TERMS MODULE 6

Dia nostic test a test given to a student
during the instructional process to aid in
identifying student strengths and weaknesses
relative to a given subject under study.

Evaluation checklist supplementary aid to
the performance objective standard which
is used when a specified product or process
is highly subjective.

Norm -referenced test, a test used Co-

determine how well a student performs a-
given task relative to other students in a class.

Objective evalgition a measurement
involving the use of facts without distortion
by personal feelings and/or prejudices:

Pre-test a :test given prior to instruction to
determine technical skills and knowledge a
student possesses in a given subject.

Process evaluation a form of evaluation that
_ rates each step of a task.

Product evaluation a form of evaluatiqn
that rates the end result of a student's effort.

Subjective evaluation an evaluation
-influenced by the evaluator's personal
experiences and/or prejudices.



SELF-CHECK 1

GLOSSARY

Directions: Match the following terms with their appropriate description. Record your answers on a
separate sheet of p per. Check your responses using the answer key-at the bottom of the page.

DEPINITIONS

1. ._ supplementary aid to the
performance standards which i s used
when a specified product or process is
highly subjective.

2. a test given prior to instruction to
determine technical skills and knowledge
a (student possesses in a given subject.

3. a test used to determine how well a
)student performs a given task relative to
bother students in the class.

4, a test given to a student during the
ctional process to aid in identifying

evident strengths and weaknesses relative
to a given subject under study.

a form of evaluation that rates the end
result of a student's effort.

a form of evaluation that rates each
step of a task.

an evaluation influenced by the
evaluator's personal experiences and/or
prejudices.

a measurement involving the use of
facts without distortion by personal'
feelingi and/or prejudices.

TERMS

a.
b.
c.
a.
e.

Diagnostic test
Evaluation checklist
Norm-referenced test
Pre-test
Product evaluation ,

f. Process'evaluation
g. Objective evaluation
h. "Subjective evaluation-

SELF-CHECK I

CAossary !Checklist

Aiiewer Key T.



SECTION I

ROLE OF EVALUATION IN PBVE

Student evaluation in performance-based
vocational education fulfills three important
function& First,. evaluation provides the
student with feedback regarding his/her
performance relative to the standard of
proficiency which has been preset in the
criterion-referenced measure. In addition,
data which is collected by the instructor
during the assessment procedure can be useful
to the instructor in grade assignment if the
system requires more than a pass/fail
evaluation. A third function of student
evaluation is that the assessment provides the
course instructor with feedback regarding the
success or failure of his/her instructional'
design.

Three basic types ,of assessment are
reconunended in order to satisfy the three
functions identified above. These assessments
are pretesting, diagnostic testing and
performance testing. ;

Pretesting students to deterMid prerequisite
skills they bring to the learnblg situation is
highly desirable. Results of pretesting provide
the basis for decision making. If a student
possesses the skills necessary to perform a

tatilc, he/she may be certified as having
. successfully performed the task and move\to

another task without ha to gb through the--
learning *activities designed to help him/her
master that particular task.

Diagnostic testing is used primarily to ferret
out' the areas in which the student needs help
as he/she attempts to master a ,task.
Diagnostic tests, then, aid the instructor in

/ identifying problem areas for the student.'
) With this information, the instructor can
) adjust instruction to meet unanticipated

individual student differences.

Criterion-referenced tests are used to
'determine as accurately as possible when a
student has reached an acceptable level. of

cirmance.. In kriterion-referenced testing
stiident is- tested on hoW well he/she

orma a task relative to a preset standard
proficiency, On 'the other

norm-referenced tests deterniine how well the
student performs a giVen task relative to other
students in the class. Butler -differentiated
between the two tests most succinctly when
he stated that criterion-referenced testing
separates the students along a time scale while
norm-referenced testing separates students
along a proficiency scale. 1

This is not meant to imply, hoWever, that
criterion-referenced testing does not allow for
individual differences in performance. The
extent of :difference is-not nearly so great as
that in the norm-referenced situation. In
criterion-referenced testing there is a preset
proficiency leveL Even though this level may
be quite high,' instructors will find there is
room at the top for a rank _ordering of
students. ..

For morale as well as motivational reasons,
the student who surpasses' the preset
minimum proficiency level might receive a
superior rating or even highly superior. The
student who meets the standard would
receive a satisfactory rating,: while a
student who does not reach the
minimum level of, proficiency merits an
incomplete rating. This incomplete rating
would, f course, . be a temporary. -rating
indicating that the. student will, be given an
opportunity to work toward a satisfactory
performaride leveL

Section II will address process.and product
evaluation. Section III will-deal with methods
for evaluating cognitive aspects of
performance. Section IV will address
approaches for assessing affective aapects of
performance.. In Section V, alternative
grading methods are discussed. .

11$

Butler, Instructioncl Systems
DetielOpinent for Vocational- and Technical
Training (Englewood" EducatiIn

-TeChnology Publications, Ine.; 1972); p. 98.



SECTION II

EVALUATION VIA PERFORMANCE TESTING

Student evaluation in performance-bised
' instruction is based on criterion-referenced

measure& Aeriterion-referenmd 'measure, you`
will recall, is an exercise 'based upon a
performance objective and is designed to
measure attainment of the objective. When
properly written, criterion;referenced
measures give clear, complete directions to
the student; require performance of the same
behavior specified in\ the performance
objective; consist of compatible terminology
and require the same conditions as specified
in the objective. Performance-hased

. evaluation generally consists of process
testing, product evaluation, or a combination
of the two.

t.

1,1 Task: Give &enteral medications
) °

1 Criterion-Referenced Measure:

, Provided a patient, physician's orders,
parenteral medications, and the necessary

1 equipment and supplies, administer parenteral
medications subcutaneously, intradermally,
intramuscularly or using Z---tra?k, technique.

1 The procedure wilkhe evaluated in accordance

I

with a performance checklist. Alltapplicable
checklist items must, be rated "acceptable."

Performance Guide:

" 1. Compare physician's orders with
ppaatient's medicati n records.

, 2. Wash hands.
3. Assemble equip nt and supplies.
4. Select proper medication and check label

as medication is: It

a. Removed from storage area.
b. Drawn bito syringe.
c. ReplaceCro storage or container is

discarded.
5. Compare label and/patient's medication

record.

Process Evaluation

Process testing is used to evaluate each step of
a task while the student performs the task.
Thus, the student is rated on the degree of
acceptability of each step. Process evaluation
is the most time-consuming of the three types
of performance testing; however, it yields the
most comprehentiive evaluation results.
Following you will see an example of a task
requiring process evaluation. The example,
taken directly from a V-TECH Catalog,
includes a process evaluation checklist. Note
that the, items in the checklist mirror steps in
the performance guide.

6. Calculate correct dose.
7. Prepare syringe.
8. Draw up proper dosage using sterile

technique.
9. Expel air from syringe.

10. Return container to storage or discard,
as appropriate.

11. Place medication; and _medicine card
together on medicine- tray, if applicable.

12. Take medication to patient's bedsid&
13. Greet patient and verify patient's

identification.
14. Identify, and prepare injection site.
15. Eipel air from
16. Administer me cation in one of the

following ways:
a. Subcutaneously:*

(1) Hold syringe between thumb
and index finger.

(2) Insert 'needle at 45 degree
angle..

(3) Aspirate plunger.
(4) Inject medication.
(5) R,emove needle and m

area. .
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b. Intradermally:
(1) Support patient's arm with

anterior portion upward. Hold
skin on foNann tight

(2) Hold bryruige With bevel 'of
needle facing. upward.

.. (3) Insert needle at 10 15
degree angle (almost parallel
to likin)ao that-only-bevel of
needle penetrates the skin.

(4) Inject medication slowly so
that white wheal appears..

(5).. Withdraw needle.
(6) Wip gently with no pressure.

C. Intramuscularly:
(1) Hold syringe between thumb

and index finger..
(2) Insert needle at 90 degree

angle..
(3) Aspirate plunger.
(4) Inject medication.

...(5) Remove needle and massage
area.

d. Z.track technique:
(1) Draw 1/2 cc of air into

syringe.
Retract skin laterally in gluteat
area.
Insert, need/e a 90 degree
angle using at least a two inch
needle. ,

Aspirate plunger.
Inject medication and wait 10
seconds..
Remove needle.
Release skin. DO NOT
MASSAGE AREA WHEN
USING ZTRACK
TECHNIQUE,

17. Apply bandaid, if necessary.
18. Provide for patient's, comfort.
1.9. Remove and dispose of equipment

properly.
20. Record procedure.

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

mommummummomommsausummo

PROCESS CHECKLIST: Give Parenteral Medications

ACTIVITY

1. Identified medicine, dosage, time and
route of administration.

2. Washed hands.

CHECKED ..MEDICATION LABEL

'3. When medication was removed' from
storage.

4. As medication was drawn into syringe.

5. As medication was replaced to storage or
container discarded.

PREPARED MEDICATION FOR INJECTION

6. n Calculated correct

7 Prepared syringe Without contamiittion.

ced medication ;and , medicine card
er on medicine trays

RATING
ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

I

1

1_ 1

I

I 1
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PROCESS CHECKLIST: Give farenteral Medications;
(Continued)

RATING
ACTIVITY ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

PREPARED PATIENT FOR MEDICATION

9. Greeted patient and verified patient's
identification.

10. Prepared. injection site..

It IL Expelled itfr from syringe.

GAVE' SUBCUTANEOUS INJECIIONS

12. Inserted utedle at 45 degree angle.

13. Aspirated plunger . before injecting
medication.

14. Removed needle and massaged area.

GAVE INTRADERMAL INJECTION

as. Held skin on forearm tight.

16. Inserted needle at 10 15 degree angle
with bevel of needle upward.

It?. Injected medicationeda mediel.ation slowly until white

18. Withdrew needle and wiped area gently
with no pressure.

GAVE INTRAMUSCULAR ItiJECTION

9. Injected needle quickly and firmly at 90
degree angle.

.. -.4

Aspirated plunger before injecting
medication.

1. ReinoviAl needle and massaged area

'GAVE INJECTION USING ZTRACK TECHNIQUE

22. Retracted skin laterally.

.;',:.23. Inserted needle at 90 degree angle:

44._ Aspirated . plunger.

Injected medicèion and waited 110
seconds.:

1 0 1,

I.

L
1

T.
I _I
L
I.

r 1

1

1

E JE=

1

I

1



26. Removed needle and released akin
without Illal!8keilg area.

COMPLETED PROCEDURE

27. Applied bandaid, if necessary.

NI. 'Removed and disposed of equipment

29. 'Recorded procedure.

1i
8

RATING
ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE
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Practise! Evaluation

Piioduct evaluation is used to .valuate the
student on the decee of acceptability of the
completed product. it is less time consumingi
however, the instructor cannot easily determine
if the student ht ii performed each mtep of the
process comet, y. Instead, the instructorrates
the final product. such as a cake or display
windo w. '

The following task, taken from the Food.,
Mansgermtrt Prodeetio and $riviceS.
Neu' eirifog is an;
perTeeenance t which produrt evaluation is
appropriate. Here you will/note the checklist
consists of ,iterhs' which evaluate the
product, net theprottaa.

1,- Task: Cook vegetables by boiling, simmering
/ and steaming.

ACTIVITY

CriterionReiereneed Measure:

Given necessary equipment, suppliat, and
vegetables (fresh, frozen, canned, flr
dehydrated as selected by the instructor), plus
standardized recipes for boiling, simmertng
and steaming vegetables, prepare a minimum

. of one vegetable-dish using each method. A
checklist will be used to rate performance.

Perform sn ce Guide:

I.. Gather supplies and equipment.
2. . Prepare vegetables for cooking.
3. . Add 'required amount of liquid and '

seasoning in cooking pot.
4. 'Heat liquid to boiltsimo or steam as

required. .

5, Place vegetables in cooking pot at
required time for method used.

0, Cook covered_ or uncovered as required
for vegetable type.

7. 'Cook for required length of time.
8. Remove from heat.

Paillra CHECK
it ATP%

ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE
EXTERIOR APPFARANCE,

1. Consisted of regular, unbroken,
evert.shaped pieces.

2. Consisted of correct size.

3: Ifsid good color, was bright, even, clear,
fresh; not dull, pale or muddy.

4. Contained proper 'moistness; not dry,
watery, or. shriveled.

INTERIOR

5. Had good,textu re..

6. Had good color:

PALATABILITY

Had good -flavor that was pleasant and
true; not raw or strong; well-seasoned,
not burned..

;

Used correct temperature.

PORTION

9. Provided adequate portion.

1io Served

9'

I. J

I

I



used when
is$-w,.alit'

evaluative'""e . b'aervot
instructoror' chedeck. 'Ill.:LIU Wilt i

31ett Weed , s are not ignoreAl ptior1 Ir , .` .

to the final ct review.'. , .

the folioivitig , taken ironk,, the Tractor
AfOutiff *kg PrnYides alt iltnginitinn in

>nstrtwtor th rota wain s Proceis
Aiicidist,, : valtiab and critiL -The
Itef4orr':-Sia the, Checkpoints On ,

Iii inform the student 'that
'41iliarteetrir.' 'ilk' 63 evaluate the proof:3'

etitiii _case.

''' 1 11.00* ts,li the,performance, Pr
linn,:.0 , wckild riot provide adequate,

111.0111. iili-inain Ili! Seals

Criterion-Ref erineed *mare:

,,arkciF
8081.

hold- Oil:
**cod andlightened.

.

1: Remove oil pan and elm same.
2. Remove all traces of oil pan gasket from

block.
3. Remove rear main bearing cap.
4. Loosen other main bearings to Alois,

crankshaft to drop slightly.
5. Pull out old seal.
6. Lubricate top half of new ',local and put in

place.
7. C.oat outside of new seal with sealing

compound 'and put in ,place in rear; ain
cap. Take care not to get Compotind on
lip of seal.

8." Lubricate lip 'of seal with engine oil.
9: Put rear m cip.(with seal) in place.
10. Torque main bearutgs.
11: Reinstall oil pan wth new ,gasket 'and

sealing compoluicL

COliiINATIOXCIIECKLIST;i.
(PrOcetai/Prodiet)'.-::

RATING
jACCEPTABLE-

emoVed. olipan and cleaned same.

2. ltemoved all traces of oil pan gasket.
Aom

-3. Removed rear main bearing p.'

4. LOOsened other main bearings to allow
. crankshaft to drop slightly!.

5. Pulled outold seal.

!;-6.-bibricated top half of new seal and Put

*Place-

, 7. oiitside, of new seal with sealing
pound' and put in place in rear maim,

look care not to get compound on

of-seal witivengine oil.

4e 9. Put rear maincar (with seal),in place.

10. Torqued main bearings.

oil pan witlk dew gasket

our work befc're -10

I



SUMMARY:

Properly stated criterion-referenced measures
outline for the student exactly how he/she
will be tested.

Process teseitems tell the student what steps
are going to be evaluated. Example : Evaluate ,
each step of a task, such as measuring
windows to . determine the amount of fabric
needed for draperies, or perform receptionist
dudes. Performance guides area source of tat
items for the instructor. Procluet
items the-student how the nstrucctor wdl
evaluate = the finished prOditetl( Example:
Evaluate a final =end -produ such as a
completed 'mempraridti or a plumb brick

Combination a items with
instructor 'Checkpoints alert the 'student to
allow the instructor to check the product at
identified points bef re the product is
c o m pl e t ed Exam. e: Evaluate critical

- processes and prodt :such spread icings
on ,cakes 'cheek to /see ,i1 middle layer is
frosted, and crumbs are' brushed before
evaluating the final oiluet -2 the,ieed.calce:'

asphalt check tot seei if
as done y before installing the

second layer -of : - A'shingled roof, for
example, is the end result or pr uct.

The type of evaluation will depend upon the
task, material and non-material resources
available.

.



Questions: 1-3

SELF-CHECK II

Performance Testing

Directions: Examine the following pages from six V-TECS Catalogs which are marked "A," "B,"
"C," "D," "E," and "F." D etermine which of the tasks require product, performance, or
combination -types of evaluation. Record your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

Product

Process

Combination
(PioceSs/Product)

\s,

1.

d:

map.arigs



A

Duty : MAINTAINING AND SERVICING BASIC ENGINE

Task: .Meas;EMeasure ;piston -ring end gap

Performance Objective

Giveniss ripiston ring and feeler gauge, measure, the piston-ng end-gap. Measurement should'
agree that of instructor. (1)

the

_-cCriterion-Rderenced Measure

Measure a piston-ring end gap in a laboratory setting.

mance Gilidos.-

With piston
ssure the

Of an

adi
is

removed, carefully conipreks ring and: insert' t in the cylinder.
is in the 'eylincler4by tapping it down about-one in

on.
p-betW.ein.the endi 'of the-fihg with a feeler.gauge,.and,record
at one ,,,ch intervals doWn to the lowest point of ring travel.

e;ring endgap.

readingM _,
The aned

16
!13



B

Duty: PERFORMING COMPUTATIONAL CLERICAL ACTIVITIES

Task: Keypunch Data

Performance Objective

Given 15 businetUdocuments containing. accounting data plus format instructions, keypunch
the data onto cat* and verify. The data must be punched with-100% accuracy in correct
forsnat. (1)

Criterion-Referenceil Measure

Jaw the material provided by your instructor, keyp;anch thedata.

Prepare keypunch for putichism.
Put cards to be punched in hopper.

e amf (drum) card if necessary.
documents ex. proper sequence.

5. Punch cards.
6. Verify cards.
7. 'Repunch cards as needed.

rc



PROVIDING AIRWAY CARE AND PULMONARY RESUSCITATION

Task: Administer Bag-mask Resuscitation

Performance Objective

Gwen mask'resuacitator, manually ventilate a simulated patient. An open airway must be
Marital') Y the mask must form a no-leakage seal, and ventilation must be at a rate of 12 to-
15 breaths minute with the bag squeezed once every fiie seconds. (15, 68) (10, 62-63);

Ir

CriterionRefereeed Measure

Your instruct° will supply a simulated patient Perfoim manual

Performance Guide

1. PlIce mask oh patient:
a. Mold lice piece to patient's face
b. Asaire-ma& fonns a i.r,-leikage seal.

2. Positioripatient's head:
a. Secure mask in place
b. Position patients chin upward.

3. Administer resuscitation:
a. Squeeze bag firmly
b. Observe patieitt's chest rise
c. Allow bag to're-ez
d. Assure no mask 1
e. Inspect for: patient vomiting
f. Remove any vomitus
g. Repeat steps a to c above

A.

Mask plation.



Performance Objective

Given a patron desiring temporary nu' se and necessary equipment and supplies, ,a
,

.

temporary rinse -to patro 's hair. The conipleted application must result in, an even ro o r
distribution and a satisfied ibitron.' (1) . \ I.,

to n

70,

over shampo bowl, apply rinse around fi iont hairline ii i ng otti
. .

ipostion apply rinse:
a. Around nappee hairline
b.' ',* head to crown areatin layers.

V

CO To crownardainlayers.
8. Check hair for' crimplete coverage and comb Color, through hair.

Leave rinse,on Minutes on manu aetureeidirectiOns and Ci

10. If directed by m`aunufacturat, rinse hair? ith warin4W Cruntil.water rubs clear.-
11. Hafris now; ready tor eettii

NOTE: Record procedure in customscuitom file.



Duty: OPERATING GAS WELDING EQUIPMENT

Task: Silver Braze Ferrous Metals With Gas Equipment

111111111..

Perforniante ONectiv

Given gas welding equipniont, work order, ferrous metal flux and silver brazing alloy; braze
joint according to; ork order. Visual inspection will show:

a. complete jobo penetration
b. 100% coverage of joint surfaces

complete adherence to base metal

.Criterion-Rderenced Measure

,
Silver braze ferrous metal with gas equipment according o work order specifications.

ormance Guide

L Select safe equipineni.
Clean and flux the joint

3. Select correct size welding tip.
4. \ Turn' on gas and. adjust flanie.
5. \ Heat metal, flux.ind apply.brazing alloy.

:6. 'Cool,'cleiin; and 'check joint for holes and smoothnegs.



Duty: PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION D

Task: Attach Weights to Draperies,

ormance Objective

en a pair of uaheminedddraperi a, covered weights or fabric for -Covering and uncovered
d, 'needle, scurors, attiCh'w 'lite' at the corneri and seams of the draperies.'

The Will be completely covered fabric, securely fastened at:the :COrners. and
each seam, the same from the bottom and will not be yisiblefrop the outside? (6,
165/7;,_ 16) r

Criterion-Referenced Measure

Attackweightelo a pair of draperies.

ormance Guide

A

.; .

?-.P-:-_, . '

-.,--

-

"-,. -,.-'

/--- or o r use commerciallycommerc coy Cr' d weights.
, w to bottom dge of drapery' at corners and each:palm ore it f 'II Min,

. is' wide you may need to 'taft.-weights inside the bottom Itenli;f:::ld!iit-r:tii.,_

.. als'Ats. Well as the corners and each seam. -

/ .

/ ,

4 ,



EVALUATING COGNITIVE LEARNING VIA WRITTEN TESTS- -
Evaluation' serves an integral function in the
terching/learning process. Narhe ly, goals and
Objectives form, a learning structure while
eitaluation determines the integrity of this'
design. What are the levels of this structure?
Bloom provides these learning levels.

.Notice the hierarchy of the leirning levels. As,
eaehei you identify they levels daily in

oom: When yrpu evaluate a studen
elaure him or, her against your cour

ecti es. Simultaneously you -measure th
Miiiineas yaw learning materials. I

aloe. eV utite effectively tho following
tatertintlevels are reviewed. .

develop a plan, or write a paper. Example:
Develop a rationale for using passive and
active solar collectors, in an underground
house.
Evaluation Level - Emphasizes logical
judgement. Test items usually include such
words as compare, determine the best, judge,
or nupport. Example: Determine the best
method for tuning an 'eight- cylinder engine.
Snppoit your answer.

J

Guideaftes for Test Construction
Consider these learning levels as yo.u construct
an, objective test. Follow these 'general
guidelines when developing objective tests.

4 ,
- Emphasizes recognition.. ,

usu y begin th words ,such as Avoid ainbliuity
or,liat. Example: The "last in Ir-
ci'd'Of provingjnYentory is. Be Sure to testthe objectives

- Emphasizes meaning.
with words such as:

example. Example; Give
:said for asphalt shingles.

On 'level - Ein.phadzes t. Test
lily` begin sloth phiases such as:
this affect:' or "'What would you

thooser Example: How does' an
Tile, account affect income when

trial balance?
s

'aisiLevel 07Emphasiiii the' relationshipti
-.Test ,itertplisualtil., begin with

or arislyz
following is not a correct

I I setting a table? d

only the handle when", piaci*,
are,nii,tiie table.

di before handling glasswae...43J

or chipped dishes, if there are

k-4,

sizes creativity. Test
such words as: think,

PiAn (NW
Thrmt4s,

comixwo,'010tes:1;.-

4

Make keys for all tests

Avoid textbook or figuratiie lingnage

)lake questions brief and concise

Avoid tricky or misleading-questions

Include question itemconly once

Determine length of test by student
maturity'and time available

I .

Group ar types of qu ,,tons
together

proviakowtOr e__sy scoring of tests .
'1*

j Keettitems independitilt: of eacirolher

TYpRs of Objective Test;;;

f gfe `more coMmon typespf objefitive ,

tests are, 'eompletion't trup/fakicit,4 multiple
choice:' and matching. they ituslly test lower
level learning-s10118,13ut are wilier to fp.f4e
weigh than aassay-typeT*estion.,1 Some
guidelines for, these' fonr/tNiestibf tests are
listed on tile following page*. ;Z,

14.4



Completion
Do net indicate answer by length of

2. Use questions whenever possible.
Jo 3. Place blank as near to the end as

4. Avoid giving leading clues.
5. Omit important words only.

B. Tru e False Items
L Avoid double ; negatives state

items pesitively. If negative
statements are used, .underline the
nelitiiensPeetiOlthe item.

. Avoid 'partly true ant partly false
stannic:zits:.
Statements should contain fewer
thaii',20 WOOS.'
Avoid ..compound` bentences, weak
sentence structure and verbatim
Staten**
Approximately . halfi'iif: the items

d be 'true, half ehOuld be fabie,
are coneidered

t) and ."Ar . (Wrong)
. .

iffici4t
iled) and

won

D. Matching Items .

1. Use no less than five items; no more
thin twelve.'

2. Keep all reaponses and statements
in the same category.

3. Keiji each matching test on one
Page,

4. Make the number of choices greater
than the numbez of blanks.__ _

5. Avoid specific determiners i.e.
always; never, none, sometimes,
seldom, usually.

6. Ce--1 repeat alternatives,

B. Essay Items
I. Use this type of/ question to see if

students '2 understand functional
relatiOnshi )/
Always icate elearly the type of-,
discussion* efOict the
resitom,s , plac
the:question. -
Call for bre
Weir
of ,m

C7 "-Multiple Choice Items
f-- L .- Avoid making best choice

consistently short or *consistently
),...*-

long. . .,
Use complete, not incomplete
statements.
Make every possible response

-le - "`avoid': (less: 1096)
inieynntelues.
Tha istem alieWd:.mtvoiluce-what-is_

own
., porn

a er--.)
Sere should be ?-.1?naed.::: 911
number Of iiiteCerititiiieltin
answer tedOn'iliekey:

Tell student the point value of each
item.

wolds and

olont choices ior response.
b.ore' and1°a"None the abo vet' COnsider..

:using
Each question eltould inchide one
eentralirolgetti.

' )



EValuating live Learning /

1 /
/

/___

Directions: Read each statement, mhoose the best answer, and record it on a_ separate sh t,of

I
Paper.

1. Illustrate an example of appropriate offie layout. At what level of learning is this sentence
testing?

a. -evaluati°11
b. analysis

knowledge,
d. comprehension

2. What would yor. do if a robber approached your teller's window? At what level of learning.is
this question 1 _ting?

a. evaluation
b, analysis
c., appliaton
d. , synthesis

t

,; The. form used for ordering Office supplies is . At what lei/el o earning is

5.

this statement testing?

kno*Iedge
. comprehension

applidation
d. analysis

/

Write a plan for preparing children's, playtime "activities. At what level of 1
statement, testing?

-zit. 0.44,

a. synth esis
b. ..valuation
c. analysis
d. comprehension

Which of the following guidelines are considered while/developing a written test?

. write trickyiestions
s. .develop, lengthy questions

list the' objectives,
Use textbook lantuage

When,Nriting °onipletion items,

indicate the'iinsiirei by the blank len
aaible

e end, if possille

21',
11-
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SECTION IV

E'VALUAT1Nd AFFECTIVE LEARNING

As vocational teachers, we are responsible for
.building into our instruction cognitive and
affective learning activities.. In module two
the example of the attitudes, values, and
feelings of a child care worker in a specific
performance objective was given..,
The example indicates that the child care .

worker must lilOc children, enjoy helping
childrety showncern for their Safety,. and
show enthusiasm. ti

vocational educators,, we are frequently
teitrinded that one of the . primary ,reaSons

duals_ lose their :jobs is due to *poor
o related attitudes rather than their inability

Ito , Rfniottai psychomotor skills required by
`.'the occupation. This point has been further

by employers,:yho were asked:
e traits they iliiired of 'their

UYeeii.lhe employers intervieOrl listed
f allowing traits: enthnsiasin

ility, terve of 'minor; tack anti,
.friend/ineia, sense of fait play;
WiiiiittiVe, loyalty; induirtry, and
cheerfulness, and,-.. a cooperative

gavdo yo instructor assess jo related
,:itttitudes? ittedly, there s no. simple
answer. Fo owing., are suggestions for
deVeloping valuation tool for assessing.
affective /earnings

case study or problem solving item may be
to evaluate:istudent achievement. Let's

that you want to 'find out if studentt
that their attitude toward their

Oyer affects their ormance on the
ou coulditise the fo owing item. :-

'Attitudes. -Affect 'the Peritrinance

tae is arrivAg for work the first
;Work fOr. Mr, jenningi, who

Restaurant which
oWiitown bushiess4 people. Sue

nt Job as hostess but was hired as.

Sue's Thoughts: This sure, is'a dumb na
and a crummy addroa. bet they don't
have enough customers to pay 'twill. Oh, '.
there's the boss looking at the clock:

Mr. Jennings: Weil, Sue,,1 see you are getting
off to a late start. I hope this won't hap
again. 3ife have to be ready fora rush craw
e.leyen every day. so I must ask my workers to
be on time. If you Will report to Mrs.Tayfor,
the hostess, she will put you to ivork.':

Sue: 0-.K...Mr, Jennings.

Sue's Thoughts: 'You'dcfhinkfie would know v :

have to ride the bus: knitlied one .bkncit
being the corner. I guelo..14is n real crab!

, .

Narrator: Sue is hurriedly shovhil hoW to
prepare. the tables 'anti i givefi menu to
study. She gets a Coke and goes into the.
restrooni to sit down.

Sue's Thoughts: wonder what It moans
"Family- Service For Four"? Mrs. Tripp at
school suggested that I get rt menu° study
yesterday, but I iman't on the payroll yet sp
didn't waste my time.

a 'I*. 411. 0!

For discussion:

I. What 'attitudes will keep Sue' from doing
her, best?

2. Tilt all Sto3's hold;

3. Suggest some s she could have gotten
this first dartif o a better Start.

ellomPlow

4kihur'K:Jensen, et. al WOrtd of,
(Clemson: VocatiorzarTraiiiational
Center; 1971) p.201,

2Juliir I. Dalrymple,: hyllis, LOWe-,siuid
NeliOn-,PrepOitstionforA buift Rit440;;.:

floonent4e0Page
-S. ;Department of Malik, .:Editiatfon:ind

,.Welfare, 1970)
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Evaluating student/ on appropriate jobrelated
dudes may be aszeomplithM by deviants an Ann
checklist. Items would consist of desirable
observable behaviors .to 'be demonstrated by

students in performing a task. Points may be
assigned to each item by the instructor and a
total grade calculated for each student.

ACTIVITY Accept, an orthopedically handl
capped child

RATING
Acceptable Unacceptable

1.
°

Greeted child with a smile
A

.

' .

. 1

.

2. Spoke to child in cheerful tone of voice i 0

3. Looked directly at child while speaking '1
,

0

. Showed no signs of pity .(i.e. sighing or
frowning) '

1

...

.

'Al! activities should be performed acceptably

TotalSeore Possible 4 _

Total Score Required for task mastery

SUMMARY:

-Attitude ivaluation is inherently, subjective 4 the sole criterion for grade assignmentrrither
and is measured indirectly. It is not used as it assumes an unobtrusive role in the, overall

evaluation policy. A rating scale is frequently;
used in attitude assessment

'27
24
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,SELFLCHECK IV 

Model Answer 

In order to evaluate a student's performance you must first establish your criteria for acceptableor 
unacceptable work. Evagiative criteria are not an instructor's panacea; their developnient requires 

- hard work that results in specific occupational standards by which you can measure your dttidents' 
achievements. 

If you train students for a particular vocational cluster, you must prepare them to perform at a particular level of competency if,they are to achieve a reasonable degree of success on the job. If 
you don't.fritstration and failure are eminent. 

- Likewise, if wish for a student to'successfully compete for and maintain a job, you must teach 
proper job attitudmr Employers demand a positive work attitude and you educate only halfway 

when you neglect student attitude. True, it is difficult to measure; but as an instructor, you model 
appropriate behavior:Checklists are used to permit the student to recognize good'-and bad attitudes. 

In this way, you conduct total learning. 

By setting_triteria yOu may also 'judge Your effebtiveness as a model as acceptable or unacceptable. 

i,s2Pninle 
lunins Supunisna ao; gpaipa 2uitisqqsisa jo aouspoduz! 94-4 jo puapj JnoA .oauptuoa noA usj 

latiasoi on!.pajp us aq )! op 01 paou 
tuop I .,(IssN poinsvatu aq Am° pus lualamp st aprnpiv ivapnis Anna asnsaaq 31..tokAsnq 

s! kiessaaauun s! spawalu!disakongaajp OuNsigqinsg sluouiwoo sardwarioa lnoA jo Qua 

U09111114S 
\.1 
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r SECTION V

GRADING ALTERNATIVES

Grading policy varies from one school district
to another; however, school systems are
required to align grades and report these
grades to students and parents. The reports
may be based on a six-week or nineweek
grading period. In addition, a final grade for
the semester and/or year is required.-

'Following are alternative-grading approaches
which may be used alone or in combination,

ding upon tlx requirements of the

individual instructor.'

The following list% is not definitive. Any
combination of the following approaches is
female. The "best", grading method is the
one(s), that best suite the needs of your
students,' their school lid/6'1114TO"
and yourielfThe following approaches
represent a variety Of -ways-used_to_ilcore,
record, and make value judgements., The end
result, however, should measure what
students knovi, how they perform, and what
they feel

1. WRITTEN TESTS
Written tests are used to determine what the
student knows. These tests have been used by
instructors for assessing student
understanding.

op l system and the system used by. each

Test items are based on recognition or recall
400 items. True-false, matching, and
multiple-choice are examples of recognition
type items. The student is expected to
recognise the correct answers when given two
or more altIrnative answers. Recall typeitems

=include completion, listing,,and essay items.
The student je not given alternatives but must
answer based on the information he/she

Poems.
When selecting the type of written test to use,
it is important to consider the levels of
learning, the students' abilities, and time
constraints. Written tests are traditionally
nomreferenced.

See Sample 1 for an example of a written test.

2. -PASS-FAIL/SATISFACTOIRY OR
UNSATISFACTORY

A grading system of this type is used when
then quality of. work falls into two distinct

" categories. Either the work is acceptable or it
i$ not aCceptable. in performance ...based
Ihstruction, task implies that the
student must perform e work at a level
which would be acceptable on the job.

See" Samile 2 for an example of a checldist

3. NUMBER OF PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES COMPLETED

This method requires the instructor to
determine the total number of
coMpleted by all students within an identified
grading period. Then calculate the average
number completed. Grades could be
deter d based on the number of
comp 'ons. This system necessitates student .
evalu tion based on what 411e/he chits do
rela e to other students (norm-refiren
Peer tutoring is smother opportunity for

ding 'credit bee.autb extra pointalma
giv to students who act as peer tuters.

Sample 3 for an example of this metho

4. POINT ASSgIGN,MENT
PROCESS/PRODUCT CHECKLISTS

The instructor m assign ints to each item
on a pr o ce as' or ct chectdist
calculating the ,total number of po
individual students have: earned.in- tt,
period, a class mean :can,;
raOes assigned The student is
terms o



5. COMBINATION APPROACH

A 'grading system. based on a job-related
attitude checklist, performance/product
criecklists, and written test, score for a
specified grading period is an alternativ;.'
Weight may be assigned to each. For example,
the performance/product °may account for
80% of the grade, the written test 15% , and
the job - related attitudes 5%.
A percentage may also
tutoring. One possible suggestion for ase.rigning
weight to 'peer -tutoring may be to give the
peer tutor 1/2 Credit for a task when he/she
has completed a peer tutoring session. Two
)reer tutoring sessions woad result in credit

or a complete task. Caution should be
advised, however, in order' to prevent
over-tutoring by advanced students. Any
student who his mastered atask and is willing

1- to. tutor may do so. The assignment of
percentages, .however, is entirely up to the
individual 'instructor.
Weighting requires the instructor to assign'
arbitrary values to selected groups of
Objectives. For example, the duty area of

DIRECTIONS:

Performing Cash Register Duties could receive
70% of the semester grade' the attitude area
of Greeting Customers could receive 20%' of
the ride, and a Written- rest could receive
1086 of the semester grade.

SUMMARY

As you can see, evaluation methods vary with
each teaching/leat crctmstance.These
approaches ate dencgbed briefly fdr your
consideration. You are,the final determiner of
the evaluation procedure. Remember the
method of evaluation used depends upon
your:

course objectives
students' needs and abilities
levels of learning
personal judgements
time constraints

SAMPLE _1_

Written Tests

Read each statement, below and choose the item which best completes the sentence. Use a
separate sheet of paper, number your paper from 1 to 15. Write either "a," "b,""e," or "d" beside
each number. , ..,

,

1. A deposit is the amount a customer
a.. withdraws from an account'
b. - adds to an account
c. receives for his weekly pay
d, borrows from a friend

2. The total amount'being deposited is shown on
a. a deposit ticket
b. a cash/receipt form

an invoice
d. a cash input ticket

A deposit ticket should show
a. just the amount of currency being deposited
b. only the coins being deposited
c. only the checks being deposited
d: separately the amount of coins Currency, and checks-being deposited

4:

ticket does not 'hive enough space for listing the checks you may
tr.totalref all,checks'

of the4eposit #cket
Olt amours

on#0,,,i4 the d6nosiftiCket.,

-4. - - -'

fekdaLiilfaaW1 LbAkk.d.



SAMPLE 2

Mo ',IV .111.11,.. V 0 ... .

RATING" .

,

ACTIVITY Repair signs on golf course Acceptable Unacceptable

,
1. A survey of the gea was made to determine

the extent and nature of Mpairs needed.

.

,'..,

, t ,

. Tools, mrials and equipment selected _

were adequate and appropriate for making
the repairs. ..

.

3. Repairs Met the necessary standards of
qualitand were accomplished within the

,-allacated time period.
,

,

. ,

. --
4.-710irtrashrand-debsiasetu mutated in making

repairs was disposed of in a safidicroiy--..----
,

manner. ''''''

` .. -
5. Tools and equipment used were cleaned as

necessary and returned to appropriate places
after the job was completed,

d.
.

. .

6. Unused materials were properly stored for
future use,

-
.

,..,

.

,... ,

b ,

,
t...

Alisactivities ~should be performed: acceptably



SAMPLE 3

.-, STUDENT TASKS COMPLETED GRADE

Jain Black 1, 2, 3; 4, 5 A
Jane Hall ' 1,1, 3, 4 B
Tom Winters 1,2,3,4 B
Sandra Connors 1,2, 3 C0
Dave Dwight 1, 2 ,.

D
Sant Covington 1,2,3,4 B

STRUCTOR CHECKLIST

SAMPLE 4

ACTIVITY . Apply herbicides (control of
aquatic weeds in lakes and/or_Atte 8

RATING

Acceptable Unacceptable,
POINTS

ed boat out carefully and followed all other
ratory safety precautions for doing.the job.

Followed systematic procedure in applying aquatic
herbicides.

43

sprayer and other equipment effectively.



SELF-CHECK V

Grading Alternatives

Directions: Below are five alternative grading methodg and descriptions. Match the alternatives; with
their description by recording the appropriate letter on a separate sheet of paper.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DESCRIPTIONS

grades students on recall type items

grade's student Work as acceptable or
unacceptable

grades students on job attitudes,
completed performance or product, and
written test

grades student on a specific amount of
*work within a specific amount of time

ti
grades student on a "weighted" checklist

GRADING ALTERNATIVES
.4t

4 l
a. Written'
b. Performance objective' completed
c. Points assigned instructor's checklist
d. Pass/Fail
e. Combination

v.

1'

'71



SECTION VI

RECORDING RESULTS

As an instructor movek toward a
performance-based approach in , his/her
,instructional . program, a system of record
keeping becomes very important. In order to
know the status, and progress of each student
an accurate and detailed system should be
developed.

As a student completes a criterion-referenced
measure and demonstrates mastery, a'record
should be made immediately. Inasmuch as we
are human, we cannot wait to record student
progress at the end of the week:Records must
be kept up-to-date daily. The following
suggested Information could be included in a
student progress record:

Student's complete planned program of
objectives

Date student began work on an objective
z

Date objective was accomplished

Final , rating of performance:-if
appropriate

A wall chart indicating progress of each
student in the class may be a helpful tool for
the instructor, as well . :as serving as a

\ motivational tool for students; Wall charts are
\ted to summarize the number of ; tasks

completed by a student in a particular
program., Typically, the tasks or objectives are
listed across the top of a chart, and the
students are fisted down the left side..When a
student masters a task, it is "checked off" by
the instructor.

An individual proficiency record may be kept
for each student'. This record includes the
tasks and a rating scale. The,instructor rates
the student's performance.

'Individual progress charts have been used
successfully by many vocational instructors.
The individualized progress charts are kept
up-to-date by the student. The charts may be
filed in the classroom fOr easy access by the
individual student or leacher.

Upon completion of a program, a studerit
may be given a record of achievement. This
record documents the performance levels
achieved bz the individual student.

Following are examples of the wall chart,
individual proficiency chart, progress chart,
and the record of achievement.

WALL CHART: OF STUDENT PROGRESS

,STUDENT NAME

John Black

Jack Allen J. sk,

Paula Carpenter

Willy Wilson'

Freddie Fender
.



SKILLS PROFICIENCY RATING

OCCUPATION CARPENTRY

NAME -
VOCATIONAL CE

ADDRESS PHONE

TOWN. STATE. ZIP - - DATE -

EVALUATOR______________________________ TITLE
Rating Levels AAcomp N/A - Not attempted, not applicable

U - Attempted, but not accomplished

CA-i Communication Tlwou, Dr.ing - - CA-45 Framing Roof Opining. and Roof..1

CA-2 Ss.ling and Olmansloning Saddles

CA-3 Using Abbreviations and Notations on CA-Si Imtalling ot Sts.thing -. :

Drawing. CA47 Flashing Roofs

CA-4 Identifying Drawing Symbols CA-Se Installing Shinglus

CA-5 Sk.tshing Frushand CA.49 Building Comics,
CA-S Setting Up and Adlusling Liyout - CA-SO lnstaulngWoodSldlng

Instruments CA41 Installing InteriOr Dry Walls
Sharpening Twist Drifts and, Augur Rita CAS2 In%taliIig Psn.ling

CAB $lwpunlng and Caring for Saw Bisdus - - CA-53 Cuttmg and Installing MoUldinO; ..

CA-9 Sharpening and Caring for Chisels and - CA-iS Cutting Iru.g.iar Shapes.

Plan. Irons - CA-Si Illustratinl and Slc.tctiing
CMO Boring and Cutting Holes CAllS lntsrpretlflg Codes and SpscIfkahon.

CA-li Oriving.nd Setting Nails CA-57 Making Special Applications ndj
CA-i 2 Laying Out Building Sits with Transit - Re Visions

and Level . CASe ldun,lfylflb DiMensions and Rssd$j
CA-i3 Using Plot P$anDsta Modular Layouts 1 .

CA-14 LoCaSng Property and Boundary Lines -. CA-Se Itemizing and Checking Material Ordui

CA-iS Locating and Squarlñgth. Building ,. - CA-SO Calculating Labor and Maturlal C,ts

CA-li Leveling with Carpenters Level . - CAeffi lnterprting :

CA.17 Cutting with Portable Saw CA-U Establishing Grads. and EitcVatIaf

CA-J4 PlaniflU Stock with JoW.t., and Planer - - Linus :
C*-1 Iduntifykigand Caring for Lumber CA-53 £iicavstlng. Les&ingindFilllfl,
CA.20 FoIIowin Job Bif.ty Requirements CA-iS Planing with Hand Pts
CA-al Muesurinjalid t,.y Out CA-Si Planing StOckwith Power Hand Plsls

CA-fl Cutting with Tabl.Ssw CA-Si .Giphe:1dRouthi with PortaWi]
; . CA-23 Maintaining PortalO Power Tools - - - . . Ehctri.Roussr

CA-24 Cutting Stock with Radial Arm Saw CA-Si. Shapijig witl Wood Shaper...
CA-26 Caiculatin Concrete and Concrata . CA-iS V4.klngMitsrs 1

Blocks . CA-Se Moking JOints

CA-aS Osslgning Footing. CA-70 . Gluin,Stock .:'

CA-V Setting Anchor Bolts CA-il Sanding and Preparing 3afu

-. CA-aS Idantifying Pr.rneng Components . CA-72 COnstructing Footing Forms

CA29 BulSdIflSaw Harass ckn CistructiflgWali.Form
C.130 Installing Glrdej.und Beams CA-iS. ANg.lnij.nd BaOIng Porn' Walls

CABI Installing Columns and Sill. , CA 75 installing Special Opening. In ConcriJ

CA.32 Installing Floor Joists - Forin
CA-aS Installing Bridglngend Sub-f looqi - CA 76 SettIng Scr.eds and *psnuions

CA-34 Framing Walt penlng. CA 77 InstalllnhCOIuPIWi and P1., Poritis

CA-aS Prmh'g Ext.rigr Wall. I CA 78 Cots gS F1uuI*

CA-aS InsSaltPr, Wall Sheathing CA 79 lnsta1lkyap!!B!!IW sndWater
C437 Prsmlng Partit Wells CA 80 ClasnI J!pskorms'"' Fraiñlj I Pañltfons CA-Si..

me .-;- : .. . CA.8
I-. .:.

loafs ,.,
' !'CA85

. ;.-v

44 Collar Ti.. mid CA87FL.y na a

is and JackRafters
.. - . :- -.

35 *



INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRESS CHARTS
FOlt

CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION COURSES

Suggested Use of Charts '

Duplicate an adequate number of charts so that each student will hatie a copy:. The student
will be responsible for keeping his/her individual chart up-to-date. The charts may be filed in the
classroom where they will be readily accessible to the students and teacher or the charts may be
kept in the student's personal school file.

At the beginning of the courser the .teacher will identify the skills and/or cOmpetencies the
student will Ole expected to achieve' for basic and advanced units and semester courses. In some
areas alternaTive skills and competepcies are listed. The teacher will identify the number of
alternative skills and competencies to be completed by the student. In an effort to relate to
needs of individual students, additional competencies and skills may be added, The student
selects the, alternatives she/he wishes td achieve and may contract with the teacher for the number
he/she will attain.

As a skill or competency is attained, the student records the date under the apprOpriate
quarter colunin.

CompetencieS

Student

CONSUMER AND=HOMEMAKING EDUCATION,PROGRESS CHART

Foods and Nutrition Resource Unit
1 Low Cost Meals .

QUarter Achieved
2 3 4

t
I. List.principles of meal planning.

-

,
-2:' List major differences between the tow, medium, and

hith cost food plans.

'1. 3. Identify.three factors affecting food prices.
,

,

.f.

4. .List three, practices a food .sittipper ban follow, to,

improve shopping practices.
Q..

.
...-. :

S. Describer the contribution protein makesto health and ,

well being. _ ,,
..

. .. Differentiate between complete And incomplete protein!
-,,

._ .

. Given a menu for one day, calculate"the total amount of
protein for the day and determine if the recommended
-amount for,an individual of your age and sex has been
Met.

,,

8, Plan low cost meals. Evaluate meals using a class
developed check List. .,

.,- List _Three ways,. to, econbmize
dish. , -,

. in pceparing the main
,

ss,10 . Plan andarepare a low cost ovenmeal.
.

c 1 l . Plan and prepare a low.cos,
or the top of thq range. /

/

t..,.

meal using a sm011 appliance
.

,



ACHIEVEMENT RECORD
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ACHIEVED THE PERFORMANCE LEVELS ACKNOViliDGED ON

THE REVERSE SID (S) FOR THE PROGRAM OF
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CIIECIOUT ACTIVITIES

Inform, your instructor that yOu are ready to be tested. You will be provided with a copy of a
multiple choice teat and an answer sheet. Record your answers °tithe answer sheet and return both
the ted and the answer sheet to the instructor.
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